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MRMv2
Is Ready
At Last!
After five years, the
new, Web-enabled
Municipal Reference
Model has the power
to transform the way
that municipalities
map their services.
We invite you to join
our aligned national
community.
Page 9
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Looking for Survey Plans?
We’ve got them!
Teranet and Land
Survey Records
now have survey
plan images
available through
GeoWarehouse.ca

Plans mapped
to PIN!

Great news! Teranet and
Land Survey Records have
created an indexed listing
of survey plan images to
PIN. As a GeoWarehouse
user, you’ll be proactively
notified that survey plan
images are available for a property. A quick
search shows the list of plans, and allows for
layering of the associated PINS on the map.

Teranet Enterprises Inc.
gwsales@teranet.ca
416 643 1144
Land Survey Records Inc.
info@landsurveyrecords.com
1 888 809 5513

Automatic
Notification!

Actual online images are in colour.

Property tools that
make you the expert.
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Keeping in Touch
Par Gaston Huot
Villes de Boucherville, Brossard,
Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert

The future of municipal IT management was in the spotlight
as RIMQ (Réseau de l’informatique municipale du Québec)
held its 29th annual conference. More than 130 delegates
gathered on September 11-12 in Estérel in the Laurentians
to exchange information, network, and discuss the current
challenges facing IT managers in Quebec municipalities.
These challenges are numerous. We live in an age when
the Web’s use is experiencing spectacular growth, and public services are provided 24/7.
Citizens no longer want to be limited to regular office
hours when dealing with their municipalities. They expect to
access relevant and updated information at all times, which
wasn’t the case even a decade ago.

10 Years Ago
Here is an example of the Web’s growing presence in
everyday life. This incident occurred 10 years ago. On
September 11, 2001, as two planes had hit the twin
towers in New York, a couple of colleagues from the City
of Longueuil and I were aboard a plane travelling to Toronto
to meet with City of Hamilton managers.
Needless to say, our return trip was by car and, in the
seven hours it took to drive from Hamilton to Montreal, we
had only the radio to follow the latest news. It was only after
we returned, about 15 hours after 9/11, that I could finally
see images of the catastrophe on all-news channels. Fifteen
hours is now an eternity in the information age.

The Future Is
Now
During RIMQ’s conference, the importance of IT in municipal
organizations was widely discussed. With people retiring in
massive numbers, management must ensure that this knowledge and expertise do not evaporate with those who retire.
IT managers have the skills to successfully take on this
challenge, especially as technology evolves and provides
us with such vital tools as cloud computing and the MRMv2
developed by MISA/ASIM Canada (see article page 9).
It’s up to managers to ensure that these tools are not kept
“confidential.” These days, IT managers must possess both
managerial and public relations skills – these are not mutually exclusive. They must be able to persuade, influence,
initiate, and innovate.
As IT professionals, we are in the navigator’s seat – the
most experienced players who can meet the organization’s
most pressing needs, including managing the brain drain
(we can’t fight demography) and providing the best possible
electronic services.
It’s up to us to lead the way.
gaston.huot@ville.brossard.qc.ca n

Imagine the same situation, 10 years later. In the same
car, each passenger can watch videos on a smartphone
or laptop via cellular Internet. Each one can read a news
analysis online or chat via social-media networks. Today,
it seems unthinkable to be without these tools, as the recent
BlackBerry service outage also illustrates.
This isn’t science fiction -- it’s the new world in which
city managers must work and in which they must evolve.

Convincing, Influencing, Initiating
“We’re not there yet – it’s too far for us!”
How many times have you heard fellow managers say
this? Yet platforms, tools and communication means are
developing at a tremendous speed and at the same rate as
citizens’ expectations.
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Gaston Huot, president of RIMQ, welcomes delegates to the annual
conference September 11 in Estérel.
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MISA/ASIM News Across Canada

Major Advance in Open-Data Licensing
Revealed at Ottawa Conference
Significant progress has been
announced in the creation of a standard
licence for Canadian municipalities
to use in authorizing organizations to
access and make use of information
published in open-data formats.
The cities of Edmonton, Ottawa,
Toronto and Vancouver, together with
the Province of British Columbia, have
agreed in principle to move forward
with establishing a common open-data
licence for Canada.
The announcement was made
October 18 at the GTEC 2011 conference at the Ottawa Convention Centre.
Representatives of the four cities – informally organized into a group called the
G4 – revealed details of the Pan-Canadian Open Government Licence and
discussed the issues to be addressed
before it can be implemented.
National approval will be sought
from Canadian municipalities, and the
G4 will be working with MISA/ASIM
Canada as the potential coordinating
body to seek that approval.

Overcoming Limitations
The G4 cities have been working for
more than a year to devise a common
licensing agreement for municipal open
data. They want to encourage more
municipalities to publish their data on
the Web and make it freely accessible,
and also give application developers
a legal framework to enable them to
easily use the data in creating new
products.
At present there are a range of
licences available in Canada. This
hinders developers from creating
software that uses open data across
multiple jurisdictions.

The presenters at GTEC explained
that having one commonly accepted
licence would enable data users to
easily collect, compare, and analyze
data across municipalities, regions and
provinces.
The presenters were Guy Michaud,
director of information technology services
and CIO of the City of Ottawa; Dave
Wallace, CIO of the City of Toronto;
and Ashley Casovan, strategic coordinator for the chief information officer at
the City of Edmonton.
Casovan is a member of the G4’s
working group, which also includes
Robert Giggey of Ottawa, Darrin Fast
of Vancouver and Trish Garner of
Toronto.
They have worked with the British
Columbia Citizen Engagement team
and are recommending a pan-Canadian municipal open-government licence
based on a British model, the UK Open
Government Licence. British Columbia
has tailored that licence and has used
it since the launch of its open-data
portal in July 2011.
Created originally by the Controller
of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, the
UK licence grants to those who sign it
a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual,
non-exclusive licence to use information
published by the UK government
subject to certain conditions, which are
not onerous. The licence can be found
at www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/
open-government-licence.
The G4 selected this licence as the
basis for the Canadian model after a
review of all existing licences carried
out by a lawyers’ group called the
Canadian Internet Policy and Public
Interest Clinic. On behalf of the G4,
a lawyer with the City of Edmonton,

Marta Caufield, subsequently adapted
the UK licence for potential use by
all governments and agencies
in Canada.
The proposed Pan-Canadian Open
Government Licence can be found
at https://sites.google.com/site/
municipalopendata (accessible by
gaining online permission).
With its proposal published, the G4
want to engage more municipalities in
obtaining feedback and in deciding
how the licence should be governed.

MISA/ASIM Canada Discussion
On October 12, Casovan attended
a teleconference of the MISA/ASIM
Canada Board of Directors. One of
the directors is Edmonton’s CIO, Chris
Moore. The two raised the question of
whether MISA/ASIM Canada could
play a leadership role in making municipalities aware of the Pan-Canadian
Open Government Licence, possibly
endorsing or even governing it.
President Maurice Gallant of Fredericton expressed enthusiasm for MISA/
ASIM Canada’s involvement and
agreed to work with Moore to forge
an action plan.
In addition to creating a standard
licence, there are numerous other
issues to be addressed in facilitating
the publication of open data by municipalities. The G4 has created an Open
Data Framework and wants to see it
discussed nationally.
The framework, prepared by
eGovFutures Group and its principal
Jury Konga, covers governance, principles and policy, standards, technology and data, operations and human
resource allocations. n
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MISA/ASIM News Across Canada

MISA Prairies Plans Open-Data Workshop
MISA Prairies has announced that it
will hold an open-data workshop on
November 24 in Okotoks, Alberta.
The purpose of the day-long event
is to provide participants with the
tools they need to understand and
implement open data for their organizations. Registration is available free
at www.misaprairies.ca.
Workshop sessions will be flexible with the first 10 to 15 minutes of
each session spent on sharing specific
municipal experiences on a topic. Then
the floor will be opened for questions
and further discussion.
Each session will be facilitated by
municipalities that have already
embarked on their open-data journey,
enabling others to learn from their
experiences and then ask questions
specific to their organization.
The morning sessions will focus on
creating the business case for open
data, with a high-level overview on

steps to implement.
The afternoon will
focus on the process
of creating open data
and discuss issues
concerning security,
legalities and risk.
The meeting arose
from a presentation
at the MISA Prairies
Spring Conference in
April by Ashley
Casovan of the City
of Edmonton, a
member of the G4
open-data working
group (please see
article on page 5).

Sabina Visser of Lethbridge, vice-president of MISA Prairies,
discusses the open-data workshop at a chapter meeting during
the MISA BC Fall Conference in Sidney.

Time will be included during the
workshop for people to connect with
one another and create contacts to
work with in the future.
“The organizing committee has had
really strong support from our Prairies
community for this event,” reports

Sabina Visser, general manager of
information technology for the City of
Lethbridge, Alberta, and vice-president
of MISA Prairies.
“We are excited about bringing
people together to assist them on their
journey toward open data and, in
usual MISA Prairies style, it will be
a lot of fun too!”. n

Advertisement

Public Sector CIO Forum Coming to Ottawa
Insight Information’s 3rd Annual Public
Sector CIO Forum is being held January
31 to February 1 in Ottawa.
The forum will evaluate measures being
implemented to streamline and realize
cost savings in information technology and
its immediate implications for CIOs and IT
executives across government agencies
and departments.
It will focus on key initiatives like shared
services, cloud computing, document
imaging and management, mobile
applications, improving interoperability,

6

Public Sector CIO Forum, January 31 – February 1, Ottawa,
www.insightinfo.com/cioforum
and exploring how effective procurement
can create cost savings and process
efficiencies. It will also feature an in-depth
afternoon workshop on planning and
implementing shared services in the public
sector for improved efficiency and service
delivery excellence.

case study presentation on “Emerging
Trends in Municipal Government IT.”

Join Maurice Gallant, MISA/ASIM
Canada’s president and chief information
officer at the City of Fredericton, for a

For more information, including
the agenda, please visit
www.insightinfo.com/cioforum.

Municipal members of MISA/ASIM
Canada’s member organizations will
receive a 15-per-cent discount off
registration.
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MISA Ontario Eyes
More Collaboration
With Province
To Find Efficiencies
Ralph Blauel, standing, addresses officials of MISA Ontario and the
provincial government at a meeting during Showcase Ontario.

Responding to overtures from the
provincial government, MISA Ontario
intends to become a central source for
knowledge about inter-jurisdictional
initiatives that are aimed at improving
service-delivery efficiency.

Richard Steele, assistant deputy
minister of service delivery strategy with
ServiceOntario, told MISA Ontario officials that the Province is “thinking more
radically” than in previous years about
working together with municipalities.

A closer working relationship
between MISA Ontario and the
Province is being contemplated as a
result of a meeting September 8 during
Showcase Ontario at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre. The meeting produced broad recognition of the need
for the Province and municipalities to
work together by creating common
service channels in order to save money
as well as improve service delivery.

“We continue to see the expectations of both our citizens and business
clients growing, and clearly there is
a high level of expectation for
seamless service and integrated
service,” Steele said.
“To respond to the fiscal situation
we find ourselves in and create the
opportunity to keep our service agenda
moving forward, we just don’t think we
can do it alone. We think that collaboration and service integration with municipalities will
be essential.”

Conversing at the MISA Ontario booth in the Showcase
Ontario trade show are, from left: Shannon McKay,
Halton Region; Geoff Hogan, MISA Ontario president,
Grey County; Rob Giggey, City of Ottawa; and Sven
Tretrop, City of Mississauga.

8

The meeting was jointly
organized by MISA Ontario’s new External Relations
Special Interest Group and
members of the Ontario
Public Service (OPS) including Steele, Marty Gallas,
corporate chief of Infrastructure Technology Services,
and Rose Langhout, head
of I&IT strategy, policy and
planning for the Ministry of
Government Services, who
is an ex-officio member of
the MISA Ontario Board of
Directors.

Meeting participants discussed many
potential opportunities for municipalprovincial collaboration, agreeing that
more knowledge is needed about what
forms of collaboration already exist.
The first goal of the work plan under
development by the External Relations
SIG will be to compile an inventory of
inter-jurisdictional projects and programs
in Ontario, Ralph Blauel, director of
information technology at Halton
Region and interim chair of the SIG,
told Municipal Interface.
That will include both collaborations
among municipalities and between
municipalities and the Province. Results
will be published to MISA Ontario
members.
“I think we can definitively help
the province, and that’s why we saw
sincere representation at that meeting
by the various ministry officials,” said
Blauel, who is also a past president
of MISA Ontario. “I think the OPS is
looking for one voice for municipalities,
or one place to go, because with 445
municipalities it’s hard to get a message out to them all. And MISA can
help do that.”
The SIG’s work plan will also include
initiatives to promote collaborative
procurement programs for IT products and
services to assist with advancing existing
inter-jurisdictional service-delivery projects, which ServiceOntario is developing
with several municipalities. n
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MRMv2 Is Ready At Last!

Municipal Reference Model Will Help Map Government Services
By Roy Wiseman
Chair, MRMv2 Steering Committee
As announced at the 2011 MISA Ontario annual conference in
June, the Municipal Reference Model, Version 2 is finally ready –
almost! – for general release.
What began in 2006 as the second version of a project to give
municipalities a common language for organizing their service delivery
has now become part of a vision to align government services at all
levels across the country.
The MRMv2 Project under development by MISA/ASIM Canada
will serve as a foundation for a pan-Canadian reference model that
will enable all governments to describe and map their services in a
coordinated way.
Over the past six months, work has proceeded on a number of
fronts, with substantial progress in all areas.
• The MRMv2 Business Model Working Group has confirmed the
MRMv2 services to be provided and their associated pricing.
The MRMv2 will be provided in two forms:
• A spreadsheet version for those interested primarily in the
“content.” This version will include the complete set of MRM
defined services and associated properties. It will also include
basic data-maintenance and reporting functions, using pre-defined
macros and pivot tables.
• An advanced version, based on IBM’s Rational System Architect.
This version includes an expanded set of reference model content
(additional objects and properties), as well as more advanced
analytical and reporting capabilities, including capability to
produce diagrams, such as program logic models.
• The MRMv2 Meta-Model Working Group has reviewed many aspects
of the meta-model (definitions, terms and relationships, including how
they have been implemented in both the spreadsheet and System
Architect implementations) and reached agreement on the specifics
to be included in the initial release.
• The MRMv2 Reference Model Working Group has completed its validation of the almost 500 services and associated properties to be
included in the initial release of the MRM. In this regard, sincere
thanks is due to our “panel of experts,” who have spent many hours
in this review, each bringing substantial experience gained from
developing service inventories within their respective municipalities.
Supported by Alan Mitchell (formerly with Chartwell/KPMG, now
with the City of Toronto) and Skip Lumley (also formerly with Chartwell/
KPMG and now an MRM project volunteer), our expert panel included
Adele McDonald, City of Edmonton; Ann Flynn, City of Fredericton;
Roy Wiseman, Region of Peel; MaryAnn Welke, City of Toronto; and
Melinda Munro, City of Windsor.

With this work behind us, we are now seeking
a small number of municipalities who wish to
participate in the next wave of implementations
between now and the first quarter of 2012. This
next wave of implementations is best thought of
as a beta release. While the solutions have been
tested to confirm that they work properly and
address initial needs as defined by the project
team, we lack experience in applying these
tools to address real-life situations in a range of
municipalities. As we do, we fully expect that
participants will identify changes and improvements that will further enhance usability or value.
Such changes will be prioritized for inclusion in a
second release in early 2012, so that subsequent
users can benefit from the experiences (positive
and otherwise) of our beta testers.

MRMv2 Business Model Principles
The MRMv2 Business Model Working Group
developed the following principles to guide the
future direction of the MRM:
1. The overall goal is to enable the MRM to
become a widely adopted and endorsed
de facto standard for municipal services
modelling.
2. Ownership (which includes intellectual
property rights, administration, development,
maintenance, support and promotion) will
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remain, at least for now, with MISA/ASIM Canada –
while recognizing that MRMv2 includes MRMv1
intellectual property licensed from MISA Ontario.

4. Consistent with #1, the MRM will be provided to municipalities at the lowest possible cost, including some basic
elements (concepts and definitions) being freely available.

3. MRMv2 will operate as a self-funding initiative. Subscriber
fees and other revenues will be used to cover operating
costs and further development of the product, rather than
being treated as general revenue by MISA/ASIM Canada.
At the same time, the initiative is required to cover its
costs from such revenues rather than being funded from
MISA membership revenue.

5. The MRMv2 project must fully support initial participants
in being successful, thus demonstrating the value of
adopting the standard and implementing the MRM tools.
6. The project must provide commensurate value for the
pioneers who have already contributed as well as those
who will subsequently become involved.

Services Available for Each Class of MRMv2 Subscribers
Publicly Available: MRM meta-model, concepts principles and definitions

Content Only Subscribers

Full Subscribers

Unlimited access to MRM Collaboration Site (documentation, best practices collaboration forum)
Modelling Principles Handbook
Reference Model of Municipal Services (spreadsheet)

Reference Model of Municipal Services (in both spreadsheet and System Architect)
Additional reference model content – e.g. target groups, needs, service values,
outcomes, processes -- not practical to include in spreadsheet

Access to other municipalities’ published “My
Municipality” models (spreadsheet or PDF).
See note 5 below
Introductory training in concepts and principles,
including implementation in the spreadsheet

Access to other municipalities’ published “My Municipality” models, in
both spreadsheet or PDF form and as implemented in System Architect.
See note 5 below
Introductory training in concepts and principles, including implementation in
both the spreadsheet and System Architect

MRMv2 consulting in applying the concepts to address a specific business need/use case.
(# of days of consulting to be negotiated.)
Access to MRMv2 in System Architect using floating System Architect licences
at eSolutions (10 hours/month for each $5,000 contribution)s
Participation in MRM Standards Board, defining needed changes or additions to the meta-model or reference model
Participation in MRM User Group (for
spreadsheet version) to identify and prioritize
enhancements

Participation in MRM User Group (for System Architect version) to identify
and prioritize enhancements

Costs (for two years)
• $2,500 – Population < 50,000
• $5,000 – Population 50,000 – 99,999
• $7,500 – Population 100,000 – 299,999
• $10,000 – Population 300,000 – 499,999
• $12,500 – Population > 500,000

Costs (for two years)
• $5,000 – Population < 50,000
• $10,000 – Population 50,000 – 99,999
• $15,000 – Population 100,000 – 299,999
• $20,000 – Population 300,000 – 499,999
• $25,000 – Population > 500,000

Notes:
1. For the initial implementations, training and consulting will be provided by volunteer resources. Municipalities are required to cover travel
and accommodation costs associated with providing on-site training or consulting, as well as providing any required training facility.
2. Previous contributions to the MRM Project will be credited for the purpose of allocating subscriber benefits. Existing contributors can apply
their credits as either content only or full subscribers.
3. Costs will provide access to the MRMv2 for two years. Continued participation after two years may be subject to an ongoing annual fee,
similar to software maintenance (e.g. 20% of initial fees).
4. Above services are for the initial set of users and may be refined as the program evolves.
5. Access to other municipalities’ published models subject to the owning municipalities’ agreement (optional, but encouraged) to make
their models available for review by other MRM subscribers.)
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7. Pricing should reflect the financial limitations and anticipated differences in value to different sizes and types of
municipalities. Nevertheless, the core services should be
the same for all participating municipalities.
8. A short-term business plan (12 to18 months) is required
to address the immediate needs in launching the services,
including operating and support costs. Once the degree
of interest is more firmly identified, a longer-term business
plan will be developed to address future opportunities for
sustaining and furthering the services.
9. Future private-sector participation is to be encouraged.
The Business Model Working Group will engage with
interested private-sector representatives to discuss opportunities for participation – for example, providing MRMrelated training and/or consulting as well as developing
software and tools consistent with the MRM standard.

Subscription Model
The Business Model Working Group defined the following
standard set of services to be provided with the MRM:
• Publicly available: Consistent with the goal of the MRM
being broadly adopted as a municipal standard, the
MRM meta-model and reference guides will be publicly
available (in electronic form) at no cost to member
municipalities within MISA/ASIM Canada. These documents identify and define the terms and concepts included
in the MRM.
• Content-only subscribers will receive, in spreadsheet
form, the complete reference model of more than 500
municipal services and associated properties: service
name, description, output, service output type, direct
and beneficial client, client value and up to three needs
addressed by the service. While the goal is to provide
spreadsheet users with maximum value, there are practical limits to the complexity of relationships that can be
usefully maintained in spreadsheet form. Subscribers
needing to go beyond this base level will be directed to
the more advanced option.
• Full subscribers will receive an expanded set of reference
model content, implemented using IBM’s Rational System
Architect, available through shared (floating) licences,
owned by MISA, and accessed at the hosted site provided
by MISA (under contract with eSolutions).
For further clarity, the table on page 10 summarizes the
services available to each class of subscribers.

Next Steps
Between now and the end of the year, the MRMv2 Project
Team will be engaged in the following:
1. Identifying municipalities ready to implement the MRMv2
solution. We are hoping for two or three municipalities
for each of the spreadsheet and System Architect versions.
Municipalities who wish to be included in these beta
implementations are invited to contact the author or the
MRM Project (at the MISA/ASIM Canada Web site,
www.misa-asim.ca).
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2. Working with the selected municipalities to ensure a
successful implementation. In this regard, the approach is
not simply to provide “the tools” and leave it to each
municipality to figure out what to do with them. Instead,
we believe that some level of consulting is required to
ensure that municipalities can receive value from the
MRM. Participation in the MRM community of users may
provide as much value to most municipalities as the tools
themselves. As those who have worked with the MRM can
attest, fully adopting the MRM and its concepts involves a
long-term cultural change throughout the municipality.
3. Applying any “lessons learned” from the initial implementations to further improve the product set and associated
support services, before inviting the next wave of participating municipalities (Q1 2012).
In parallel with these implementations, the MRM Project
Team continues to work on a number of housekeeping items:
1. Updating the relationship agreement with IBM to both
renew IBM’s commitment and reflect the current product
set. This work is nearing completion.
2. Resolving outstanding issues related to the MRM intellectual property and appropriately protecting MISA’s
interests in this IP, including documenting exactly what is
included. As a starting point, MISA Ontario and MISA/
ASIM Canada have reached an agreement regarding
licensing of MRMv1 intellectual property (owned by
MISA Ontario) to MISA/ASIM Canada, so that it can
be included in the MRMv2.
3. Generating the funds required to cover MRMv2 operating
costs (approximately $100,000) for the remainder of
2011 and for 2012. It is hoped that the bulk of these
funds will be obtained from anticipated new subscribers,
based on the pricing noted in the chart.
4.

Promoting the MRM at various MISA and other events – for
example Showcase Ontario, GTEC, GMIS, GFOA. As part
of this, prepare an MRMv2 webinar in which the MRM
solutions are demonstrated to interested municipalities.

5. Convening an MRM Visioning Workshop to engage
interested participants (both public and private sector) in
developing a longer term business plan for the product,
consistent with the principles noted above.
6. Continuing to build the MRM community of practice and
governance structures, including release management
for the meta-model, reference model and associated
implementations.
There is still much left to do, but we have achieved an
important milestone in 2011. Instead of just talking about a
concept, we can now demonstrate the MRM. We have tangible products – an approved meta-model, reference model,
user guides and implementations in two different versions –
reflecting different levels of need and sophistication.
We invite you to become part of the MRM community.
Roy Wiseman, retired CIO of Peel Region and chair of
the MRMv2 Steering Committee, can be reached at
roy.wiseman@rogers.com. n
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Have We Solved Asset Management?

Asset Management Still a Challenge
For York Region’s Departments, Systems
By Mark McKnight
York Region, Ontario
Have we solved asset management?
Writing this article has provided an ideal
opportunity to reflect on this question and the
status of asset management within our own
municipality. We knew that our organization had
already turned its attention to new problems and
new priorities and, like others across Canada, we
had seen asset management gradually fall off the
IT and business agenda. We had developed
strategies and designed processes. We had
inventoried, valued, and categorized. We had
chosen solutions and set out to implement them.
But – had we solved asset management?

Building Capability
During the past several years, municipalities
have expended an incredible amount of energy
responding to the surging interest in municipal
asset management. This interest was encouraged
by a number of factors, including the rush to meet
PSAB 3150 deadlines, a growing financial gap in
sustaining infrastructure and a general interest in
improving service performance from tangible
assets. These pressures and others caused a shift
in attention to building asset-management capability
within municipal organizations.
Municipalities began a search for new ideas to
meet this new demand. Conferences and seminars
were filled with strategies to tackle the complexity
of managing the asset lifecycle.
Triple-bottom line, value-based decision models,
portfolio management – all were available to
enlighten and confuse municipal asset managers
looking for ideas to sort out the what, the where
and the when for their jobs. Consultants promoted
multitudes of new techniques in designing processes
and predictive models, and technology vendors
were at the ready to supply the newest solutions.
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Municipalities also looked within themselves to marshal the
resources needed to deal with policy, process and operational
problems. Some organizations adopted a central model, assembling
resources under a single program area. Others relied on more
delegated approaches but with a corporate resource or steering team
to facilitate the activities within the business areas.
No one model seems to have emerged as the preferred one to follow.
Instead, each generally reflects the culture of the organization in how
it approaches complex problems like asset management, as well as
the drivers that made it such a prominent issue.

From Strategy to Governance and Back Again
In 2009, York Region’s Information Technology Services Branch
(ITS) presented its eService York Technology Strategy to the senior
management team outlining seven key strategic initiatives, including
asset management.
These initiatives were the result of an extensive process to build
consensus on business and technology projects across the business
units. Asset management was used as a case study to illustrate the
need for a more holistic approach to these broader corporate initiatives,
one that balanced the need for business solutions along with technology solutions. Without this, the organization would continue to
perpetuate the problems of an already extensive portfolio of applications: duplication of functions, islands of data and increased pressure
on limited resources.
In addition to establishing a set of corporate programs and building
opportunities for collaboration, the key strategic initiatives enabled the
ITS Branch to begin aligning a portion of its resources along broader
corporate projects.
This move also supported the additions of new resources to support
the developing projects. In the case of asset-lifecycle management
(ALM), it resulted in the addition of a new technology project manager
to lead this new service line.
The first project from the ALM Program was to undertake a high-level
study of asset- management processes and technologies across the
business units. The ALM Strategy and Roadmap project, undertaken
with the assistance of CH2M Hill, set out to establish a baseline of
corporate and business capabilities in dealing with the many facets
of asset management and identify priorities for business and technology projects.
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The self-evaluation process employed by
the consultants resulted in a set of scorecards
for the corporation and individual business
units. Probably the most beneficial outcome,
however, was the sharing between the business lines of accomplishments and plans, and
the opportunity for future collaboration.

ture-management system that includes extensions for IT asset management.
Strategy and process initiatives have
also continued but, as with technology, they
are focused within specific service lines or
asset classes.

Environmental Services is updating its
“State of the Infrastructure” assessment of
its asset base to assist in the planning of
The corporate ALM Program and the Roadreplacement and improvement projects.
map project certainly did not represent the
Transportation Services completed its own
first attempt within York Region to analyze the
Mark McKnight
asset-management assessment for its roads
asset-management problem. Realistically, the
department units had all been in the assetinfrastructure, defining a set of projects for
management business for decades, and many had
improving processes and data management.
made significant progress in their own journeys to adopt
Several business areas have also turned their attention
best practices.
to building their information-management and performanceSeveral business units had invested in their own strategies, monitoring capabilities with a goal to maximizing the
processes and technologies, accumulating a vast quantity
service value of the infrastructure over the long run.
of knowledge that will assist others just beginning down
York Region Transit (YRT) has implemented a data
the AM path.
warehouse for its core ridership and operations’ services.
Given the existing capabilities and that infrastructure had
Combined with the new fleet-management data, YRT will
always been a core business, a critical question arose during
have significantly improved visibility to the service value of
the course of the ALM Strategy and Roadmap project – “Who its rolling stock.
should be leading asset management at York Region?.”
Water & Wastewater Operations is completing an
Asset management was identified as a business problem
Operational Data Management System Master Plan,
that should be led from a business perspective, driven by
which will establish a data-management and performancebusiness priorities. Despite the need to focus on both the
monitoring roadmap.
business and technology aspects as fundamental to the ALM
Program, the initiative had emerged as a technology priority
Have We Solved Asset Management?
from the IT strategy, and the process to advance it as an
The rush toward the deadlines to meet the PSAB reporting
agenda was being facilitated through IT resources. To
requirements created a surge of activity and the elevation
make it sustainable, the leadership for asset management
of asset management as a discipline across the municipal
needed to shift back to the business, driven by business
environment. At York Region, this translated into multiple
needs and priorities.
strategy, process and technology projects, emerging as a
Life after PSAB
key initiative in the corporate IT strategy.
Now that the PSAB rush has subsided, the push for asset
In the life after PSAB, new priorities have emerged to
management appears to have waned, at least as an agenda dominate the corporate and technology agendas.
item at corporate committee discussions.
Nevertheless, the departments within York Region continue
to pursue new asset-management projects and are active in
Much of the activity has refocused on the various assetdeveloping their technology footprints. IT continues to play
management systems that were brought in to respond to the
an enabling role in these initiatives.
new demands. Directly related to the PSAB requirements,
the Finance department extended its ERP system to manage
Have we solved asset management? No. In fact, we’re
tangible asset accounting and project costing.
just busier than ever.

Who Are These IT Guys Anyway?

The four business units that are managing the various
fleet portfolios converged on a new fleet-management
system through a joint initiative. Transportation Services is
working on consolidating asset-management functions within
a new maintenance management system. And IT Services
has become its own client, as it replaces its core infrastruc-

Mark McKnight is the manager of corporate and business
systems in the Information Technology Services department
of The Regional Municipality of York. He can be reached at
mark.mcknight@york.ca. n
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This illustration shows the per-household replacement value of different classes of assets owned by the City of Hamilton, effective 2009.

City of Hamilton Builds Long-Term Plan
For Asset Management Step By Step
By John Murray
City of Hamilton, Ontario
The asset-management section within Hamilton has been
in existence for 10 years – but have we solved asset management? The answer to this question would certainly be “no.”
Asset management is still a relatively new discipline –
one that is continually evolving as new innovations, technologies and practices emerge. Nevertheless, Hamilton is
definitely going in the right direction with a defined plan that
was developed one step at a time.
For other municipalities that are new to asset management,
the key is to keep moving forward, one initiative after
another within the framework of an overall plan, with
infrastructure sustainability as the ultimate goal.
As our general manager of Public Works, Gerry Davis,
formerly the manager of asset management back in 2001,
used to say, “If you fall flat on your face, you are still moving
forward.” This provided great support for our approach.

Section’s History
The modern City of Hamilton was formed through an
amalgamation of six area municipalities in January 2001.
Through the amalgamation process, significant restructuring
occurred at the departmental level, which included the
creation of a new section within the Public Works Department
called the Asset Management Section.
This section was given stewardship responsibility for the
City’s right-of-way infrastructure and was empowered with full
control of the budgets for those programs. The right-of-way
programs include 6,300 lane-kilometres of road network,
390 bridge and culvert structures with a span greater than
three metres, 1,000 kms of storm-water mains, 1,600 kms
of wastewater mains and 1,900 kms of water mains.
Right from the beginning, Hamilton’s asset-management
process had many strengths that enabled the section to move
forward rapidly. Some key elements were the support from
senior management, a multi-disciplined staff, enthusiasm for
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new challenges and innovations and the endorsement of key
principles and approaches from two authoritative sources.
These were the International Infrastructure Management Manual (www.nams.org.nz/pages/72/internationalinfrastructure-management-manual.htm) and Canada’s Infra
Guide, which operated as a partnership between the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, the National Research
Council and Infrastructure Canada from 2001 until federal
funding ceased in 2007.

Multi-Disciplined Team
From a total complement of 18 full-time staff, the section
has engineering staff devoted to surface assets (roads) and
sub-surface (sewer, water); IT systems staff and finance staff,
all working together. The team was
modelled on a best practice promoted by the Infra Guide, whereby
an integrated and holistic approach
to infrastructure management would
be achieved.
Engineering knowledge across
road, sewer and water disciplines is
required for asset coordination and
project integration. IT systems are
required for inventory databases,
system development, field-datacollection processes and office
analysis. Finance staff members are
required to ultimately develop and
deliver a budget addressing the
infrastructure needs.

Developing the Asset-Management Plan
Another best practice acquired from Canada’s Infra Guide
was to approach the management of any class of infrastructure using a series of key questions. Hamilton used the
Guide’s set of questions as a foundation and then slightly
modified it to produce the following seven questions that
became the basic framework of Hamilton’s approach to
asset management. They are:
• What do we own?
• What is it worth?
• What condition is it in?
• What do we need to do to it?
• When do we need to do it?
• How much will it cost?
• How do we reach sustainability?
Recently we have also added two additional questions. After
asking the question “What do we own?”, we should immedi-
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ately ask, “Do we still need it?”. The best way to reduce an
infrastructure deficit is to not replace unneeded assets. Also, the
final question should be, “How do we maintain sustainability?”

A Multi-Dimensional Plan
As time progressed, Hamilton’s asset-management process
evolved not only to answer the questions above but to
involve three distinct planning windows, as illustrated in the
chart on this page. They are:
• The Strategic Planning Window (covering the entire life
cycle with 50-year,100-year and 200-year outlooks)
• The Tactical Planning Window (three to 25-year outlook)
• The Project Planning Window (one to three-year outlook).

The Strategic Planning Window includes a high-level
analysis of the life-cycle requirements of infrastructure assets,
the creation of revenue plans for future renewal, rehabilitation and sustainable projections and ultimately, communication tools and reports to deliver the information forward to
senior management and Council.
The Tactical Planning Window includes the development
of capital programs to ensure the best health of the infrastructure over the long term (three to 25 years) and includes
such items as infrastructure management systems, capital
program development and prioritization, asset risk and
criticality analysis, detailed sustainability plans, long-term
project listings and Council-approved methodologies.
The Project Planning Window illustrates the detailed
capital budget that is delivered by the Asset Management
Section to the Design and Construction sections. This is
delivered and approved annually through Council’s capitalbudget-deliberation sessions. The individual projects listed
within Council’s budget books are derived from processes
and decisions from the Tactical Planning Window, which,
in turn, are influenced by decisions and policies from the
Strategic Planning Window.
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Planning Window Initiatives
The key item of delivery for strategicmanagement reporting and communication was the State of the Infrastructure Report (SotI) and the associated
Infrastructure Report Card.

Road Asset Summary — Sample Entry
Asset Type

Asset Component

Inventory

Replacement Cost

Replacement Value

Roads

Expressway

46,600 m

$1,000/m

$47 million

These reports answered the seven
key questions of asset management
at a very high level and, from 2005
to 2009, covered all of the assets within the City. Those
asset classes are water, wastewater, stormwater, roads,
traffic, bridges, parks, waste management, corporate
facilities, transit, fleet, forestry, cemeteries, community facilities, cultural facilities, long-term care and social housing.
The approach used in the Sotl report was that, for every
infrastructure type, information was collected that was available through databases, reports and records. Just as importantly, the staff responsible for each asset class was interviewed, as first-hand knowledge was valuable and essential
to the process.
For each asset class, the report started by answering the
question of “What do we own?” and “What is it worth?.”
This can be seen in the summary table on this page showing
one class of road asset (expressway).
The question of condition was answered using three criteria:
• Condition vs. performance (current condition vs. how well
the asset performs its function)
• Capacity vs. need (capacity demand today vs. design
capacity at the time of construction)
• Funding vs. need (current funding vs. required funding).

We assigned cost ratios to each stage of maintenance,
rehabilitation or replacement. The ratios were used to
quantify the impact of each step on an operating budget
and capital budget. Major maintenance costs four times
what minor maintenance costs; rehabilitation costs 50 times
and replacement 200 times. The table at the bottom of this
page shows this in the case of water infrastructure.
The next question, “How much money is needed?” was
answered in the Sotl report by adding all of the soft costs
(including administration, engineering and project management) to the capital and operating costs already established.
Finally the question of sustainability for each asset class was
answered using the following equation:
Total operating costs + maintenance costs + total capital
costs, all divided by the life cycle of the asset class in years.
In this way, if roads are designed to last 30 years, then
by dividing 30 into the total budget costs there would be
enough money in the annual budget to replace every road
on a 30-year cycle. From the above analysis within the SotI
report, Hamilton became one of the first municipalities in
Canada to present its infrastructure deficit figures to Council.

Each criterion was assigned a letter grade from A to F,
and ultimately all three grades were blended to achieve a
final grade for an asset.
The next questions of “What do we need to do?” and
“When do we need to do it?” were answered at a high level,
using some general industry roles of thumb. Generally speaking,
most infrastructure has a few major steps in its life cycle.
• In the first quarter of its life, the asset requires only
minor maintenance.
• In the second quarter of its life, the asset requires
major maintenance.
• In the third quarter of its life, the asset typically
requires rehabilitation.
• In the final quarter of its life, the asset ultimately
requires replacement.
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Sample Infrastructure Report Card
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SotI – Key Communication Tools
One of the key communication tools that came out of the SotI
report was the Infrastructure Report Card, which is updated
annually and presented to Council during the capital budget
deliberations. A sample report is presented on page 18.
In addition, the Sotl report enabled staff to present infrastructure information to Council in various formats not used
previously. The illustration on the first page of this article
shows an asset replacement value of $15 billion but also
shows what the per-household share of each infrastructure
class is in dollars. This assists taxpayers to gain an understanding of the infrastructure services they have within their
own communities. Each household has a share of $92,000
dollars’ worth of infrastructure.
The SotI report is a good example of a top-down approach
to asset management. As mentioned, the first report was
completed in 2005. The Asset Management Section had
also been busy from 2001 gathering data and detailed
information for all asset classes using the traditional bottom-up
approach. (Those initiatives will be discussed in the Tactical
and Project Planning segments of this article.) We now
recognize that both approaches are equally important.

Completed Tactical Planning Window Initiatives
In 2001 we understood that, in order to take a holistic management approach for all assets across the City, we would
need to build some infrastructure-management systems.
These systems would house inventories of all assets owned,
contain detailed condition inspection data on each, and
would generate need lists and prioritized work lists under
various budget scenarios.
The more sophisticated systems would also predict assetintervention types as well as the costs and timeline for the
work, and provide sustainable financial projections for that
asset class. The following is a list of infrastructure-management
systems in use today, including the year of implementation:
• Pavement management system (2001)
• Water/sewer condition indexes (2002)
• Water/sewer risk/criticality models (2006)
• Bridge-management system (2002/03)
• Capital project-management system (2003)
• Facilities-management system (2006)
• Parks-management system (2008).
As a best practice, all of our infrastructure management
systems have an interface to our GIS system. While GIS is
an ideal tool for visualizing the infrastructure networks within
the field, more importantly it has been extremely valuable for
numerous methods of analysis using the data captured.

Also, we noted that a good measure for an infrastructuremanagement system is whether it can answer the seven
key questions of asset management. Average systems can
answer three to four, while good systems can answer from
five to seven.

Risk/Criticality Models
The role of the asset manager is to balance the cost of
infrastructure services with the level of service that can be
provided. Another way of saying that is balancing the customers’ expectations with the financial and business risks of
the City.
Due to a significant infrastructure deficit within the City of
Hamilton and a large accumulated backlog of needs, it was
readily apparent that the capital budget could not be programmed on condition factors alone. As such, in 2006 the
section developed some detailed risk and criticality models
for our infrastructure networks.
A good example is the water risk/criticality model. Risk
was defined as the probability of failure multiplied by the
consequence of failure. In other words, if a large trunk main
breaks in front of a hospital, it is a far greater issue than if a
small main breaks on a cul-de-sac.
Hamilton had good existing condition data and life-cycle
curves for water-main material types that led to a clear
understanding of the probability of failure, but we needed
a tool that scored the consequence of failure. A matrix was
developed that, through GIS and other analysis, scored
every main in regards to the operational, economic, social
and environmental impacts of failure.
In this way, we separated the water-distribution network
into three risk classifications of pipe (A, B, and C), and these
are now brought forward into the capital program with
different priorities and different level-of-service targets.

Sustainability Plans
In addition to the Asset Management Section’s high-level
sustainable funding projections for all asset classes, we have
developed individual detailed sustainability plans for several
asset classes, such as roads, water, sewer and facilities.
A good example is the Red Hill Valley Parkway (RHVP)/
Lincoln Alexander Parkway (LINC) sustainability plan, which
covered the two major highways owned by the City. Since
these roads were significant investments and, relatively
speaking, new assets, it seemed the right thing to do to
maintain them correctly with sustainable funding right from
the start.
At the time of the Sotl report the RHVP had just opened,
with 44-lane kilometres of road, and the LINC, with 34lane kilometres of road, was 10 years old. The sustainability
plan was a tactical document that formed the basis for develop-
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ing standard operating best practices in conjunction with a
sustainable budget. It offered a range of options in terms of
maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction as well as the
associated budgetary envelopes for that work.
Ultimately, the report was taken to Council specifying an
annual maintenance budget and a capital reserve budget
for future life-cycle replacement. While Council approved 90
per cent of the maintenance budget request, due to financial
constraints it could not approve the capital-reserve allocation.
You win some, you lose some, but it was still a step in the
right direction.

The Project Planning Window
Each year the Asset Management Section programs approximately $40 million in road projects and $60 million in
water/wastewater projects. Through the asset-management
process, projects are brought forward into the budget that
are coordinated (all right-of way-elements together) and
have been scheduled as part of a multi-year rehabilitation
and renewal program.

IT Portfolio
Governance
and Strategy
Policy and Framework Design
Advisory and Coaching Consults
Review and Report Assignments
Business Case Frameworks
and Scoring Models
• Facilitation and Event Services
• Market and Peer Research
• Communications and Reports
•
•
•
•

Contact Greg Duffy
416-709-0708 | woodfield@cogeco.ca

In summary, though we have not solved asset management,
Hamilton’s step-by-step asset-management program has
realized a number of benefits. These include:
• Council awareness and involvement in the challenges of
addressing the infrastructure deficit
• Council-approved rate increases over the last several
years for our rates program (amounting to a 100-per-cent
increase) to address the backlog of needs for our underground infrastructure
• Establishment of long-term capital programs using limited
available funds to the maximum benefit. (Do the right
thing to the right asset at the right time.)
• Better coordination for right-of-way projects including
road, sewer and water works, optimizing spending and
minimizing the impacts to residents
• Better coordination of all aspects of the capital budget
and program
• Council-approved increases to infrastructure programs
derived from the levy tax base (slow but notable)
• Better communication among internal stakeholders through
awareness of current issues and a focus on continuous
improvement
• The establishment of an extensive sewer and water rehabilitation program, which, through the use of alternate technologies, has addressed kilometres of underground pipe
at significantly reduced cost and environmental impact
• Council endorsement that certain provincial and federal
funding initiatives be used to address existing infrastructure backlogs
• Better alignment between corporate finance long-term
budget projections and engineering staff’s infrastructureneed projections (we are collectively trying to close the gap)
• SotI reports that have been a catalyst of conversation,
generating ideas, changing philosophies, and introducing
innovations for better management practices
• A review of management practices of policies to better
align with sustainable goals
• Better preparedness to implement additional capital
projects on an as-needed basis when provincial funds
are suddenly made available
• Better stability of the capital programs, enabling better
resource allocation and better delivery.
John Murray is manager of asset management in the
Engineering Services Group of the Environment &
Sustainable Infrastructure Division of the Public Works
Department of the City of Hamilton. He can be reached
at john.murray@hamilton.ca. n
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IT Portfolio Office Provides a Roadmap
By Greg Duffy
Woodfield Consulting Inc.

work management, GIS or Web rebuilds are “in common”
across business units and not merely the song of the loudest
voice or the pet of the unit with the most money.

New approaches to IT portfolio management are helping
municipalities meet their business needs, including the
maintenance and sustainability of assets managed by
various departments.

Our P3MO would typically be a single small capable
team probably reporting to the IT or the Operations’
executive, with a dotted line to the Finance executive. IT and
Operations’ people usually pick what should be done, and
done first. This is something the Finance arm cannot fully
know, but it can be critically instrumental in sourcing funds
and prioritizing spending volume and pace.

The new portfolio-management teams of today can
organize sets of proposed IT projects into programs that
satisfy core municipal strategic goals, and they can often
navigate the winding road to doing it cheaper and faster.

New Realization
Leading IT and other capital-investment departments have
evolved from consisting merely of internal technology and
infrastructure suppliers to being strategically critical partners
of the various business units within the municipal enterprise.
This has led to the new realization that the project and
program portfolio must serve the business needs of units that
must, in turn, deliver on the corporate vision, mission and
goals. Gone, mostly, are the days when the technology was
an end in itself and was generally regarded as a cost, a cost
centre or even a necessary evil.
In many ways IT can now lead corporate progress, and
the portfolio is the roadmap.
The following discussion explores the project program
portfolio-management role and mission, using asset management as a reference. These definitions are useful:
• Project – an effort with a start, an end and a defined
deliverable
• Program – a group of related projects that share a theme
in common, complementary goal or output, and which collectively define a start, an end and a set of goals or outputs
• Portfolio – the sum of all proposals, projects and programs
on a yearly basis along with the associated financials,
deliverables and target dates.
An emerging acronym for this discipline that encompasses all three ‘Ps’ is P3MO, which sums up the P3 (portfolio,
program, project) Management Office.
In municipalities that are using this new project-management
discipline, the P3MO develops a singular understanding of
how many business units can share benefits from working on
applications in common because they share needs in common.
An insightful P3MO can identify this even while all the
units may not be talking and may not be looking to enter into
partnerships. The P3MO can see how asset management,

The P3MO is the main gatekeeper, peacekeeper and
purse keeper, while the Finance team supplies the available
monies over time to address the agreed-upon prioritized
demands placed on IT capital.
Today’s IT portfolio is not so much about who is paying
how much from which account under what terms for what
outcome, benefit or return. Rather, it is about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is being done
For whom
For what reason
In what time period
In what manner
How to measure it.

The P3MO is the biggest booster
of relevant projects because it has
the ability to see the whole list of
possible projects and employ scoring and ranking tools to identify
best cases. The P3MO is empowGreg Duffy
ered to signal to senior leaders
and board directors which projects
are the most likely to optimize the
successes of defined programs in
meeting corporate strategies at all points in time.
The most important aspect of creating our P3MO is that,
establishing one focal point for the governance and oversight
of the information and technology projects, we are sending a
signal that we really do care about the value of an investment’s impact on the business of the corporation.
Additionally, we are appointing people to a role that
charges them with a higher level corporate-wide duty to
come to work every day and focus on four things:
• Are we working on the right projects?
• Are we optimizing our use of resources?
• Are we obtaining expected value and returns?
• Are we measuring the right outcomes and reporting
them to the right people?
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Key Audiences
There are three key audiences for the P3MO, or more
specifically for the knowledge and intelligence that the
P3MO can know and report:
1) The employee stakeholders in each proposal or project
2) The senior leaders of the organization across all
business units
3) The oversight folks on the board, the council, at the
regulator, in the public or via the press.
For the employees who need barriers removed or processes
improved in order to perform their jobs, there is an obligation
for the P3MO to annually gather business cases and pre-case
proposal documents on all possible solutions to current and
anticipated process challenges in all business units.
These employees need to know how to apply for PMO
help and how to write an effective business case using a
standard common template. The use of a template enhances
the odds that every case approved will be on merit, not on
the PowerPoint acuity of the author or off-the-record petitions.
The successful business case must not only justify an
optimum solution but scream aloud to go ahead because the
cost of delay exceeds the costs of remediation or progress.
Case preparers need to know that a fair-minded corporate
group will ensure an objective assessment of the proposal on
its merit against known criteria and measured with a common
tool. The P3MO will ensure that and will in fact fight for that.
For the senior managers charged with delivering on strategies and core obligations to their stakeholders, the P3MO
should press for sufficient resources and approvals that
will optimize the impact of information and technology
in sustaining or transforming the delivery efficiencies or
effectiveness of the products or services for which the
corporation exists and survives.
It is through the intimate understanding of each proposal
and project, including their value and impact, that the
P3MO can be the most objective advisory service.

Asset-Management Processes
How then does the P3MO look out for asset management?
At the basic level the staff of the P3MO will enforce various processes to gather the projects (hundreds perhaps) into
programs (a dozen or so perhaps) and gather the programs
and remaining one-off projects into the portfolio.
In large measure this can be a straightforward compilation
of inputs (according to standards of format, content, completeness and accuracy) from a broad number of departments and
divisions. But on a more challenging level is the task of actually understanding what the problems are and what the sum
of the suggested solutions can be, without prejudice to any
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author, department, application or end-user constituency.
For example, when I was helping the City of Toronto
and their portfolio-management team, team members were
insightful in determining how the essence of one sub-group
of projects needed to be seen not as “asset management”
but as “management of assets.” This is not just wordplay –
it is critical to seeing value from all sides.
The problem with the term “asset management” was that
it conjured up the narrow definition of pertaining to major
infrastructure assets. Therefore the tendency was to look to
the water, works and roads departments only.
For these people, the term “asset management” also
translated to a few, very few, software vendors who they
knew specialized in their specific asset class.
On the other hand, the benefit of looking at these proposals as relating to the “management of assets” was to broaden
the links of commonality, mutual goals, shared needs, shared
resources and cooperative efficiencies among departments.
It brought serious executive attention to other assets such
as vehicles, poles, traffic lights, pumps, switches, swings,
traffic signals, buses and so many more items that need to
be managed, valued, depreciated, repaired, and replaced
across the entire enterprise.
The portfolio and program-approval process could then
look to gathering all those declared business case authors,
invite the undeclared quiet/shy/unfunded potential authors
with assets to manage, and strive to find a solution in
common that ideally would meet, for example, 80 per cent
of the needs of 80 per cent of the affected departments.
This approach provides two big benefits. One is being
able to package and schedule relief for managing assets
where so many departments can benefit more, sooner and
easier. The parallel benefit is the financial ability to, first,
manage the IT program for management of assets more
carefully, minimizing duplication and maximizing effectiveness. The second benefit is to end up with systems that
enable asset management, defined narrowly this time, in
each participating department.
For executive managers, council, the public and possibly
the media, the role of the P3MO is invaluable. There should
be one competent source of full knowledge about the
portfolio in any budget cycle and operations period so that
those charged with ensuring the integrity of the corporation’s
capital expenditures in serving its mission and goals can be
reasonably assured that expectations are being met.
That is what a P3MO can do to take care of assets in
need of management. Think about it, please.
Greg Duffy, principal consultant and thought leader with
Woodfield Consulting in Oakville, Ontario, can be reached
at woodfield@cogeco.ca. n
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Teams Help Manage Assets in Lethbridge
Special Business Unit Works with IT to Embed Best Practices
By Joel Sanchez
City of Lethbridge, Alberta
At the City of Lethbridge, asset management is not a
problem for the Information Technology department. In fact,
it isn’t a problem for any department – it is simply a part of
how the corporation does business.
Our City has an unusual – possibly unique – approach to
asset management. Our goal is to embed asset-management
best practices into our corporate culture. Other municipalities
might benefit from knowing how we do this. The effect of our
program is to transform asset management from a problem
to an integrating force in the corporation and a source of
continuous improvement for our processes.
How did we do this? The story extends over several years.

Critical Initiative
In 2005 Lethbridge City Council acknowledged asset
management as a critical initiative. Council recognized that
a long-term strategy was required to assess and address its
infrastructure deficit and fulfill its vision for Lethbridge as a
healthy, attractive and economically viable city.
With the aid of consulting firm CH2M Hill, senior
management devised a comprehensive plan to unify assetmanagement processes throughout the City by means of new
technology and a new organization.
The new organization was called the Community Asset
Management Program, or CAMP. Initially a project, it is
today a division within Infrastructure Services and regarded
as a distinct business unit. It has a close relationship with
the Information Technology department.
The vision of CAMP is: “Through effective use of tools,
resources, and processes, CAMP provides services to City
business units to effectively manage their assets, business
processes and knowledge to deliver their services to the
community in a cost-effective manner and at an acceptable
level of risk, achieving excellence in asset management.”

fixed-asset module of J.D. Edwards. This proved to have a
wider benefit because of another decision made in 2006.
City management decided to integrate our financial and
asset-management/work-order systems. This was accomplished using the J.D. Edwards fixed-assets and capital-assetmanagement modules. Integrating those two systems has
enabled both the Finance department and CAMP to have
one entry point for information. All records are in the same
database, and both business units have access to the same
information.
Together we have an updated asset registry that contains
all the financial data required to calculate life-cycle costs
and, at the same time, gives us all the necessary maintenance information and condition assessments to make the
right decisions at the right time.
Migrating to the integrated system required numerous
business processes and enterprise software systems to be
re-engineered. The corresponding system development,
implementation and support requirements meant that a
number of key resources within IT, CAMP and Financial Services were devoted to this endeavour for a prolonged period.

Cross-Functional Team
As the new system was being developed, a cross-functional
team completed a top-down analysis of all of our assets for
purposes of PSAB 3150 reporting. Roads, for example,
were designated as arterial, local or collectors, and then
each road in each designation was classified as two-lane
or four-lane.
Values were assigned for each asset using actual costs
if we had them, or else industry averages or discounted
current market values. While this information was required
for PSAB compliance, it was also our stepping stone to
identify the condition of our critical assets to determine
where money should be spent first and where it would
have the most value.

CAMP was formed in 2006, just as Lethbridge was dealing
with the challenge of quantifying the value of its assets to
meet PSAB 3150 reporting requirements.

The project was complex. Financial Services took
a central role in coordinating with IT, CAMP and all the
business units to develop a corporate-asset register, as well
as training and supporting business-unit staff in relation to
asset-management policy and procedures.

Our municipality responded to the PSAB requirements by
creating the appropriate reporting mechanisms through the

Due to the dedication and effort of all staff involved, the City
of Lethbridge was able to implement section 3150 on schedule.
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First Phase
Meanwhile CAMP was proceeding with its job of integrating
asset-management policies and functions. In 2006, the first
phase of its project started when it began working with the
Water Treatment Plant and Facilities Services teams.
In the course of a year the project introduced assetmanagement principles, collected data, analyzed business
processes, and implemented improvements in the two departments. Then the Wastewater Treatment Plant department
requested CAMP’s services in 2007, and phase two of its
integration project began.
In that same year the J.D. Edwards product was selected
for the combined financial information and asset/workmanagement system. The CAMP team managed, designed,
and implemented the capital-asset-management/work-order
module. It replaced legacy systems for managing transit
assets, fleet services, water/wastewater treatment plants and
Facility Services assets.
From 2008 onward the new integrated system spread
throughout the corporation. CAMP also completed other
projects including an asset-management plan and the linking
of the J. D. Edwards system to others including GIS.
To date, CAMP’s accomplishments have included:
• Work-order system enhancements to support businessunit needs
• Development of an asset-management baseline-assessment
tool for water/wastewater/storm water operations,
Facility Services and water/wastewater treatment plants
• Transfer of paper-based water service connection records
to electronic files
• Completion of current- and future-state workflow mapping
for Facility Services and the water/wastewater plants
• Creation and administering of measurements to gauge
maintenance performance and trends
• Completion of current-state workflows for water/
wastewater/storm water operations and LA Transit.

Working Relationship
What is the relationship between CAMP and the Information
Technology department?
Fulfilling a key role in the management of every type of
asset in the City, IT is the business unit that supports all the
technology assets, which are the key enablers of asset
management and the business practices associated with it.
Proper selection and implementation of the business
applications to meet functional requirements are critical to
the success of the asset-management program, so IT and
CAMP communicate constantly.
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Another reason why IT is involved in asset management
is that Lethbridge’s GIS is located within the IT business unit.
All the new systems for asset management now include GIS
functions to better assist users in locating assets on maps and
indicate where work is being performed.
CAMP and IT together assist business units to structure
their asset data inventory in a way that makes sense for us
to connect the various databases through the GIS.
The integration philosophy that is the foundation for
CAMP has also been applied within IT.
The approach taken at Lethbridge is that technology
assets must be viewed as an integrated solution, rather
than stand-alone systems. The integrated technology assets
are managed proactively using a life-cycle approach. This
consists of:
• Evaluation and identification of our needs
• Development of an asset strategy to estimate the economic
asset life and type of ownership
• Planning the economic analysis to secure funding
• Designing the best system to meet the required level
of service
• Creating a procure/build/commission strategy with focus
on time, scope, budget and facility impact
• Implementation of an operations’ strategy based on
requirement and needs, including upgrades to keep up
with constant changes
• Decommission (disposal/replacement) of the asset and
in most cases creation of a new asset as the old one is
decommissioned.

Linear Assets
We still have challenges to face in asset management. Linear
assets, such as roads and sewers that extend between two
points, are difficult to manage using the current manual databases and Excel files. Therefore IT, CAMP and other business
units are working together to select a new system for such
assets that will integrate with the existing technology.
We are also looking for a long-range planning tool to
assist with life-cycle costing and capital planning to sustain
assets for the next 30 to 100 years.
The IT department’s role in asset management is to assist
business units to manage their assets efficiently and productively through the use of technology assets. The value of
CAMP is to help the business units with that process.
Joel Sanchez, asset manager for the City of Lethbridge, can
be reached at joel.sanchez@lethbridge.ca. n

happily working together, for you.

In a highly competitive and
complex online communications sector,
we are uniquely prepared and qualified
to adapt and evolve to the continuously
changing digital landscape.

24-7 uptime, diesel/battery
uninterruptable power supply,
fire suppression, co-location,
managed hosting, disaster
recovery, data back up
services, fibre-optic faulttolerant mesh network

a member of the CRA Family of Companies

www.eSolutionsGroup.ca or 1-800-265-6102

* Not an actual evil empire protected by clones.
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Asset Management, Business Intelligence
Integrated by City of Cambridge, Ontario
By Linda Fegan
City of Cambridge, Ontario
The systematic process of operating, maintaining, and
upgrading assets cost-effectively should be squarely on the
radar of most municipalities. Whether it pertains to analytics
for infrastructure like roads and sewers or built environments
such as arenas, asset management and the intelligence
systems that make information available are a big focus for
the City of Cambridge.
The City has an estimated $1.2 billion in assets, managed
over 200,000 critical transportation and public works
chattels at some 50,000 locations. The technology behind
integrating these assets is making a difference in the workflow process, service delivery for citizens and ultimately the
bottom line for the corporation.
The City’s investment of about $2 million in technology
recognizes the need to do many things: capture vital data,
make it available to staff in a cross section of departments in
one place, systematize work orders to improve productivity,
provide mobile applications for near real-time data, and aid
long-term planning.
A few years ago, the City of Cambridge began working
with partners to develop an approach that would better
manage day-to-day operations and scheduling, and forecast
capital expenditures and land use while avoiding scheduling
conflicts or redundancies in the operations.

New Division
It’s an integrated approach to eventually manage all things
municipal. It also meant the creation of an Asset Management
Division to have in-house specialists to do the leg work. The
enhanced system better defines the gaps in infrastructure
funding and provides quantitative data that has been lacking
in the industry for many years.
Cambridge was fortunate to receive gas-tax funding
through the federal government’s stimulus program. In
addition to getting dollars to address road resurfacing,
this provided significant recognition and funding for assetmanagement system development. The injection of funding
helped pave the way for new technological approaches,
which will not only aid Cambridge but serve as a best
practice for other Canadian municipalities.
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City staff is in the final stages of upgrading the originally
installed IBM Maximo software in partnership with leaders
in the industry. According to Mike Hausser, director of asset
management and support systems, the City is collaborating
with the Createch Group to upgrade the system and replace
prior customized configuration into standard configurable
functions now provided by the current Maximo version.
This upgrade has enabled Cambridge to move to a standard environment that is easier to support and maintain and
minimizes future effort to implement on a wider scope within
the Corporation. We are very pleased to see how well IBM
has adopted municipal business-use cases and is adapting
software to meet municipal challenges, avoiding the need
for customized implementations.

Operational Requirements
Cambridge asset-management staff are handling the business
intelligence configurations of Maximo. These include job plans,
response plans, escalations, communications, service level
agreements, classifications, preventive maintenance schedules,
security, crafts, qualifications, start centres, KPIs and domains,
to name a few of the important operational requirements.
As well, work to establish a number of custom opensource BIRT reports will enable the City to automatically
distribute pre-scheduled work orders directed to the right
printers in various remote locations throughout the City.
This implementation now takes the integration from
Maximo to our corporate GIS portal (built on Onpoint software from Rolta Corp.) one step further using out-of-the-box
configuration on both sides. We look forward to the next
level of integration, which will make use of the Web-services
functions of Maximo and Onpoint.
Like all cities, Cambridge has a network of complex systems
managed by multiple departments. Budget restraints coupled
with growing demands due to rapid urbanization and aging
infrastructure add further complexity. These challenges require
City departments to develop and deliver diverse technical
skills, equipment and operational processes as they coordinate
across multiple levels to support efficient operations.
The end result is a very sophisticated implementation that
is highly configured. The approach takes advantage of a
large proportion of Maximo’s inherent functions with a very
small remaining bit of customization required to meet the
City of Cambridge business processes.
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As the asset-management system takes shape, a new
public-private collaborative research element involving
system tests and tweaks is also going forward. The IBM
Analytics for City Services and Safety (ACCESS) project at
Cambridge brings researchers and clients together to test
new technologies for business and develop software
solutions to improve the way business works.
The18-month-long project will help Cambridge cultivate
greater collaboration by improving the quality of information
across the organization and help us better manage the life
cycle of all assets at the lowest cost of ownership. It’s a
pioneering collaboration that will help Cambridge develop a
unified approach to quickly incorporate relevant information
from different groups and apply the insight across all infrastructure in shared locations, including communications with
private-sector service partners.
Through the project, Cambridge will be able to synchronize
work to better understand how to apply limited resources to
sustainably improve quality of service. This will help ensure
that roads don’t get dug up multiple times, for example, to

minimize disruption to the public and infrastructure. It’s also
about better data and collaboration to help the City better
plan for future growth.
As one of the fastest growing cities in Canada, the City
of Cambridge is focusing on integrated asset management
and progressively tackling the urban challenges. Named
Canada’s first “Smarter City” by IBM in 2010, the City has
reached a major milestone in system development.
While there is still a lot of work ahead to expand mobiledevice deployment and optimizations and offer additional
training to staff, these next steps forward in the evolution of
Cambridge’s asset-management systems constitute a transformative approach that will improve the overall quality of data
and operations at the City of Cambridge.
Linda Fegan, director, corporate communications and
marketing, City of Cambridge, can be reached at
feganl@cambridge.ca. n

APPROVED MISA/ASIM MEMBER SPECIAL OFFER

Web Application
Penetration Testing
Using a structured methodology that includes
Enumeration, Vulnerability Assessment and
Exploitation phases; testing each interface
to the application including server operating
system, application platform and database
Digital Boundary Group’s technicians
have been assisting MISA members with
web application security for the past four
years. Web application testing provides the
municipality with the opportunity to determine
the existence of any vulnerabilities in the
application and take corrective action before
taking the application live.

Contact us for details of our methodology and the
special pricing program for MISA/ASIM members
at MISAmemberoffer@digitalboundary.net

Visit us at www.digitalboundary.net
Call us at 1.800.747.3557 Ext. 248 or 265
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Report from RIMQ
Par Gaston Huot
Villes de Boucherville, Brossard,
Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert

Editors’ note: We are grateful to RIMQ for regularly providing
a French-language article to Municipal Interface. This article describes RIMQ’s annual meeting in mid-September. About 130
delegates attended the conference, as well as representatives
from three municipal organizations: COMAQ, ADGMQ (general managers) and MISA/ASIM Canada. Delegates discussed
the need to establish IT professionals as a main contributor, and
even a driver, of all the changes hitting the municipal world.
Les 130 participants du 29ème colloque du RIMQ peuvent
s’entendre sur un point : Il y a urgence d’agir. Agir, cela
signifie dans certains cas, identifier les solutions les plus performantes qui permettront aux villes d’optimiser leurs processus et améliorer la prestation de services aux citoyens. Dans
d’autres cas, cela signifie exercer son leadership à l’interne
pour positionner les TI en tant que joueur d’influence dans
leur organisation.
Dans les ateliers, il fut abondamment question des nombreux défis qui attendent les dirigeants des services publics.
Nous sommes dans l’ère du service 24/7. Les citoyens ne
veulent plus dépendre des heures d’ouverture des bureaux
pour transiger avec leur ville. Le Web fait maintenant partie
de leur quotidien. Les départs massifs à la retraite, la gestion
de la décroissance sont des enjeux qui, sans le support des TI,
auraient des impacts dramatiques sur les niveaux de services.
Les TI ont les outils qu’il faut pour répondre à ces défis.
L’organisme MISA/ASIM Canada a développé un modèle
municipal de référence (MRM), un auxiliaire indispensable
à la révision des processus et à l’élaboration d’un inventaire
de services. Pour sa part, la technologie évolue sans cesse;
elle présente des solutions simples, performantes et efficaces.
Bien sûr, le colloque du RIMQ a fait état de ces constats.
Mais au-delà du diagnostic, plusieurs conférenciers ont mis
en évidence le rôle structurel des TI dans les administrations
publiques. L’une des phrases-clés prononcées lors de cet
événement, « Le directeur général est votre meilleur ami » a
été accueillie favorablement par le président de l’ADGMQ
(l’Association des directeurs généraux municipaux du
Québec). Elle fut reçue par les participants comme un signe
d’ouverture et d’intérêt.
Trop souvent perçues comme un « mal nécessaire », les TI
sont pourtant porteuses de solutions dans un contexte de changement en profondeur. Dans les villes, toutes les unités d’affaires
répondent aux mêmes défis. D’où l’importance d’établir, avec
les autres regroupements municipaux du Québec, une relation
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Colloque annuel
du RIMQ
étroite axée sur la mise en commun d’expertise.
À ce chapitre, la présence de trois représentants
d’associations québécoises et canadienne au colloque 2011
envoie un signal positif. Les organisateurs tiennent donc à
remercier sincèrement M. Maurice Gallant, président de
MISA/ASIM Canada, Mme Christiane Bélanger, représentante de la COMAQ (Corporation des officiers municipaux
du Québec) et M. Jack Benzaquen, président de l’ADGMQ
pour leur participation très appréciée aux ateliers et aux
discussions.
Il faut beaucoup d’énergie et de passion pour mener à
bien un tel colloque; j’exprime donc toute mon admiration
envers les membres du comité organisateur pour le travail
colossal qu’ils ont accompli. Je tiens également à remercier
les commanditaires sans qui, un événement de cette envergure ne pourrait avoir lieu.
Bref, un colloque 2011 qui laisse présager une 30ème
édition encore plus passionnante. Rendez-vous en 2012!
Gaston Huot, gaston.huot@villebrossard.qc.ca, est Directeur
des Ressources informationelles, Villes de Boucherville,
Brossard, Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert, et membre du Conseil
d’adminstration du RIMQ et de MISA/ASIM Canada. n
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Multi-Level
Collaboration
Facilitates
IT Procurement
Kathryn Bulko and Lou Milrad, counsel for MISA Ontario, deliver
a session on procurement at the MISA Ontario Annual Conference
in Mississauga in June.

By Kathryn Bulko
City of Toronto
Collaborative efforts by MISA organizations, combined
with those of other levels of government across Canada, are
making IT procurement procedures simpler and more uniform.
The various organizations recognize that peer-group
consultation and colleague collaboration with experienced
IT professionals are critical to the success of technology
procurement – as is a common approach and a consistent
documentation set, particularly when purchasing off-the-shelf
products and services.
Development of a standard template for municipal IT
procurement began during discussion panels in 2005-2006
at the annual conferences of the Association of Municipal
Clerks and Treasurers of Ontario (AMCTO) and MISA Ontario.
These panels discussed the uniqueness of IT procurement
and identified that Ontario municipalities lacked uniformity
in municipal IT contracting. It became clear that what we all
needed was standard IT terms and conditions.
In the fall of 2006, CIOs from the cities of Toronto and
Mississauga, the Town of Richmond Hill, and the regions
of Peel and York met and confirmed that a common set of
municipal IT terms and conditions were indeed needed to
reduce the time involved in processing IT procurements and
eliminating the negotiation of terms and conditions that
were, from municipalities’ perspective, non-negotiable.
At the same time, it was acknowledged that there was
little room for negotiation with bulk purchasing of typical
low-risk, commodity, off-the-shelf branded equipment, packaged software, and ready-made support services.
Collaboration wasn’t just among the CIOs. It extended to
and included the respective municipalities’ in-house solicitors,
spearheaded by Lou Milrad of Miller Thomson LLP, who is
also MISA Ontario’s general counsel.
The process was initiated by comparing each municipality’s
existing terms and conditions and eventually preparing a set
that could be generally accepted by all Ontario municipalities.

This set of terms and conditions was presented to the
Ontario Public Buyer’s Association (OPBA) and its board
members, and to the Information Technology Association of
Canada (ITAC). ITAC engagement enabled us to understand
the IT industry’s challenges in selling to municipalities.
The dream was to have a standard set of terms and
conditions to be used by all Ontario municipalities for COTS
(commercial off-the-shelf) products and services and accepted
by the IT vendor community. The municipalities had collaboratively developed our own definition of COTS, and
we welcomed the IT suppliers’ general definition, both
of which can be found on the MISA Ontario Web site,
www.misaontario.ca.
In 2008-2009, that dream of IT standard terms and
conditions expanded from municipal procurements to provincial procurements when we discovered that the Province of
Ontario was also undertaking a similar initiative, which also
included consultation with ITAC.
After meeting with provincial representatives and realizing
that our set of municipal terms and conditions were very
similar to the provincial set, we knew it made perfect sense
to retain the provincial structure, headings and numbering to
maximize the compatibility and convenience for IT vendors.
In May 2009 the first release of the municipal model IT
contract was posted on www.misa.on.ca for use by all
municipal members of MISA/ASIM Canada organizations.
The model contract is easy to use. Just attach it to your
municipality’s RFP and note any deviations on the cover
page so the proponents know the changes and exceptions
specific to the procurement. Having consistent terms and
conditions for all municipal and provincial IT procurements
enables proponents to focus on responding to the business
requirements, rather than the legal contractual requirements.
IT procurement isn’t a challenge only for Ontario municipalities. All levels of Canadian government are feeling the pain.
To address this, a pan-Canadian IT Procurement Working
Group, reporting to the Public Sector CIO Council (PSCIOC),
(continued on page 33)
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Why IT Security Ideas Are Hard to Sell
Information Security Forum Delivers Value to Canadian Delegate
The recent ISF annual security conference in Berlin,
Germany, provided a treasure trove of information and, as a
representative of MISA Ontario, I came back with countless
new ideas. Even more, I came back inspired!
MISA Ontario is a member of the ISF (Information Security
Organization, www.securityforum.org) – an international,
not-for-profit organization dedicated to research and best
practice in information security. Founded in 1989 in London,
the ISF now includes hundreds of members organized into
regional chapters throughout the world. Three elements
comprise ISF services: tools and methods, research and
reports, and knowledge exchange.
ISF hosts an annual security conference that is held in a
different international location each year. This year, it was
in Berlin, and almost 700 delegates attended the event!
The conference was packed with valuable information
and featured a total of 49 breakout sessions covering topics
including security governance, cyber threats, securing mobile
devices, architecture, risk assessment and risk treatment.
I concentrated on the cyber-threats sessions and security
awareness (included in cyber threats), areas that are in line
with my present projects at the City of Mississauga.

Knowing-Doing Gap
Although they are a small fraction of what I learned at the
conference, two presentations on the human and psychological
aspects of security were particularly interesting.
The first presentation, delivered by Costas Markides,
professor of strategic and international
management at the London Business
School, discussed the psychology of
choice – an individual knowing something and agreeing with it as the right
thing to do does not necessarily mean
the person will do what is considered
right. This “knowing-doing” gap is one
of the biggest “diseases”
in organizations.
When this gap is in effect, individuals often display behaviours that are
the exact opposite of what they know
they should do. It is very hard to win
an emotional commitment and go from
“I know” to “I understand” and even
further to “Yes, I think I can” to the commitment “I will.”
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There is no easy answer to this problem because it
depends on your audience. In addition, we all know that it
is hard to break someone’s habit, especially an old habit.
Good ideas do not sell themselves, and unless someone
pushes for them, they are likely to fail. To be successful, you
have to tailor your approach based on the answers to the
question, “Will the idea catch on?.”
The answer to this question depends on:
• Who is pushing for it
• How it’s being pushed
• The idea being proposed
• The context in which the idea is being pushed
(for example, when)
• To whom you are pushing the idea.
If you take these answers into consideration, you might be
able to succeed in making your proposal a game changer –
and in making people do the right thing.

Credit Suisse Bank and Phishing
The second presentation tied in nicely with Professor
Markides’s and dealt with Credit Suisse bank, which had
tried to educate employees to recognize phishing e-mails
and protect confidential information.
Marc Minar, the bank’s lead trainer in Switzerland,
described how the employees were already instructed about
phishing e-mails through a security-awareness program (so
employees knew and understood the
idea). Nevertheless the bank came to
the conclusion that, based on help-desk
call analysis, traditional training doesn’t
always work.

Aneta Mazurek

To get a better understanding of this
issue and eventually educate employees
by showing and not just saying, the
bank launched a campaign that sent
out fake e-mails with a fake discount
voucher to its global employees. The
timing of the project was perfect – just
before Christmas!
The e-mail asked about employee
confidential data in order to activate
the discount. Of the 30 per cent of
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IT Procurement Becoming Easier Through Collaboration
(continued from page 31)
was established in June 2010. The working group consists of
representatives from all Canadian provinces and territories,
except Alberta.
MISA Ontario, MISA BC and MISA Atlantic each have a
seat on this council and have appointed me to represent
Canadian municipalities on this working group. The group
has a mandate to assess opportunities for the federal,
provincial, territorial and municipal governments to take
advantage of existing and/or new IT agreements to benefit
all participating governments in Canada. Making use of the
collective spending power and influence of multi-level Canadian governments will result in better IT procurement deals.
The working group’s work plan includes defining opensource/third-party contractual terms, developing standard IT
terms and conditions, and engaging ITAC. So far, each of
the various levels of government has seen the importance of
engaging ITAC in its endeavours to improve IT procurement.
Meanwhile, MISA/ASIM Canada in recent years has
negotiated national licensing and procurement agreements

employees who opened the email, 10 per cent provided
the confidential information.
The staff that fell victim to the exercise were delivered
instant training upon submitting their confidential data.
Employees who did not fall victim to the exercise received a
“well done” message.
This exercise was not about the statistics, however, but
more about the training or lesson learned. It initiated many
water-cooler discussions. The project conductors received
more than 90 per cent positive feedback. The help-desk
calls related to phishing decreased substantially. The
attitudes of most employees have changed from “Yes, I
think I can” to “Yes, I will.”

In the same spirit of maximizing cost savings with equity,
the Province of Ontario has extended the use of several of
its price agreements to all municipalities across Ontario.
Currently, there are 16 price agreements in effect that are
extended to the broader public sector organizations. A list of
these price agreements can be found at www.misa.on.ca.
Through six years of collaboration efforts of various associations, all levels of Canadian governments are benefiting from
the establishment of better methods to maximize collective
buying power and improve procurement efficiency.
Kathryn Bulko is manager, client relationship management,
Business Enablement and Client Services, I&T Division at the
City of Toronto. She is also vice-president of MISA/ASIM
Canada, director at large with MISA Ontario and chair of
the PSCIOC IT Procurement Working Group. She can be
reached at kbulko@toronto.ca. n

information technology
and procurement law
experience at your side
Miller Thomson lawyers have years of experience
representing municipalities in Ontario and across
Canada on IT and procurement matters.
Working with your professionals, our lawyers will
help you develop a practical solution that takes
into account the unique challenges faced by your
municipality.

This method is one of many you can address with your
corporate audience. It all depends on the culture and the
issue you want to address. You just have to remember that
even the best idea has to be properly sold or it will not catch
on, particularly when it comes to changing people’s habits.
This is only a small piece of what I learned at the ISF
World Conference. The conference was great, very
informative and entertaining. The 2012 ISF World Conference will be held in Chicago, and will provide an excellent
networking opportunity for North American delegates.

as one of its strategic objectives and will continue to negotiate more. Today, there are more than 10 national standing
offers from vendors available to all municipalities across
Canada, available at www.misa-asim.ca.

For more information contact:
Lou Milrad
lmilrad@millerthomson.com
416.595.7926

J. Fraser Mann
fmann@millerthomson.com
416.595.8195

Elisabeth Symons
esymons@millerthomson.com
416.595.8575

Added experience. Added clarity. Added value.

Miller Thomson LLP

millerthomson.com

Aneta Mazurek, system specialist in the Information
Technology department of the City of Mississauga, can
be reached at Aneta.Mazurek@mississauga.ca. n
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In the trade show, the big screen showing the latest tweets
to @misabc can be seen against the rear wall, top right.

Conference team members pose in front of the Mary Winspear Community
Centre. From left, front row: Barb Davey, Linda Hunter, Peter Payerl, Alvin
Chok, Leah Tyler, Lisa Warmenhoven, Shawn Ingham. Back row: Bill Grant,
Will Maxwell, Jason Birch.

Lively MISA BC Fall Conference Examines
Role of IT Departments in Social Media
By Lawrence Moule
Co-editor, Municipal Interface
“R U Social Enuf?” That was the thematic question asked by
the 2011 MISA BC Fall Conference. Based on observations
at this much-praised event, the delegates’ answer would be,
“If we weren’t before, we certainly R now!”
Held in the pretty Town of Sidney on Vancouver Island from
September 20 to 23, the conference had a scope that was
deliberately narrow. While it focused almost exclusively on
social media, its impact was broad. This was a conference
that opened eyes and changed minds.
“I used to see social media tools like Facebook and
Twitter as relatively frivolous and more for personal use,”
remarked Steve Stinson of the City of Nanaimo near the
conference end, “but I’ve come away from this event with
the view that social networking is a form of communication
that’s going to become more and more prevalent and even
dominant in our society.
“And as IT professionals, we have to embrace that and
use it to our best ability to meet our communication needs
with the public and within our own staff.”
A new advocacy role emerged for municipal IT departments, with important implications for their strategic place in
the enterprise.
“I’ve got a lot to take back and think about and discuss
with the rest of the organization,” said Gerald Unger of the

City of Leduc, Alberta. “I’m definitely going to have to be
more of an advocate and educate the rest of the organization
on how we need to deal with these things. It will be very
much a strategic role.”
Thoughts like these spread through the conference largely
because of keynote presentations by Stephen Jagger and
Shane Gibson, entrepreneurs from Vancouver who have
co-written a book, Sociable! How Social Media is Turning
Sales and Marketing Upside-Down, which was distributed
to delegates.
In their separate presentations, Jagger and Gibson
explained persuasively how the popularity of social media
has permanently transformed the ways that people communicate, evaluate products and issues, and make decisions –
“The customer owns your brand.”
Rather than being time-wasters, social-networking tools
can improve efficiency, improve collective knowledge in
organizations, and generate data about citizens’ characteristics and opinions that can inform service strategies, the
authors said.
Delegates, whether they were unfamiliar or knowledgeable about the technologies, were impressed. Sandra Shepherd,
Tweeted @misabc:

Lethbridge recommends FastCopy 4 cache staging
– 2x faster than robocopy, xcopy jasonbirch
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Lauren O’Brien of the City of Regina visits The
Butchart Gardens with her husband Ted.
Stephan Richard of
Kaseya, right, answers questions from
delegates after his
presentation on mobile
device management in
a social media world.
Below, Scott Clark
of Victoria gives his
award-winning
presentation about
the CityVibe app.

Keynote speakers Shane Gibson, left, and Stephen Jagger, right,
presented ideas drawn from their book Sociable!.

In the Charlie White Theatre, right, Tina
Chahal, relationship manager with the
City of Surrey, talks about connecting
with citizens through technology.

David Oosthuizen of the Regional District of Peter Payerl and Linda Hunter hold flowers given at
Central Kootenay visits Janet Jensen, left, and Jane the banquet by MISA BC President Bill Grant and
Asthon at the Tempest Development Group booth. Barbara Kessler, a companions program organizer.

Participating in a Friday morning panel discussion on the impact of social
media on the Vancouver riot of 2011 are, from left: consultants Jae Cooper,
John Lenarden and Jordan Keats, moderator Steve Harris, former RCMP
officer Vince Ochrechaud and consultant Chris Constable.
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At the OPUS Consulting booth, Steve Balaban of Balesio.
com, left, chats with Mike Moody of the Regional District
of Nanaimo, Carole Powell of Dell Canada and John
Woodford of OPUS.
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At the BC Aviation Museum, Dale Descoteau of Digital Boundary
Group and his wife Peggy talk with Mike Moody of Nanaimo
District and Kevin Peacock of the City of Saskatoon.

MISA BC President Bill Grant of the District of West Vancouver has
lunch in the tent with Clark Rainer of Henry County, Georgia,
and MISA Ontario President Geoff Hogan of Grey County.

Web administrator in the County of Grande Prairie’s
Communications department, said Gibson’s training workshop Thursday afternoon on best practices in managing and
monitoring the social Web was “worth the whole trip.”
There were many presentations by experts ranging from
trainers to technicians, consultants, executives and constable Mike Russell of the Victoria Police Department, who
described its use of social media to connect with the community. Delegates made frequent mention of that in conversation. They also admired Victoria’s development of an iPhone
application called CitiVibe, which shows users at a glance
where events are happening all over the city. CIO Scott
Clark’s presentation on CitiVibe won for Victoria the Municipal Showcase award.
In total, the conference sessions helped delegates figure
out how their IT departments can help guide and facilitate
the deployment of social media in their organizations – a
role that many departments are struggling to define.
Conference chair Peter Payerl, manager of information
systems for the Town of Sidney, said he envisions a collaborative role for his department with respect to social networking.
“IT will provide the back end, but we will definitely work
together with Administration and Engineering and Finance
to bring out these new tools,” Payerl said.
“I think that everybody is trying to find the proper balance in how social media is going to work. At this conference we have all listened to strategies and policies to extract

Conference
Sponsors

Gold Sponsor

Platinum Sponsors

Avaya
ESRI Canada
IBM Canada
Microserve

Bell
Oracle Public Sector

Kaseya

Silver Sponsors

something to bring back to our municipalities and help
answer all the questions -- how do we implement it, who is
responsible for it, how does it really help us?”
Sidney, a town of only 11,000, presented a conference not
only full of ideas but worthy of a much larger centre. The venue,
the Mary Winspear Community Centre, delivered high-quality
service and charm. The 325 attendees enjoyed eating in the big
white tent adjacent to the centre, even when it leaked in the rain.
Tweeted @misabc:

Listening to @sjagger on social media tools at
#misabc – he uses Yammer extensively #yam for
his businesses. geoffhogan
Conference organizers and volunteers were cheerful and
helpful. Payerl gave high praise to his team, particularly the
“indispensable” event planner Linda Hunter and Barb Sheppard, who organized the trade show.
Technically the conference set a new standard. Delegates
had use of a mobile conference app for BlackBerry and
iPhone users, on which they could consult the conference
schedule and rate the speakers’ presentations. They could keep
in touch using a variety of social media, Twitter being the
most popular. Delegates sent hundreds of tweets to @misabc,
which were displayed on a big screen in the trade show.

Microsoft Canada
OnX Enterprise Solutions
Softchoice

Basic Sponsors
Autodesk
Cisco
Dell

Hewlett-Packard
(Canada) Co.
MDT Technical
Services Inc.
Metafore
Motorola
Rogers
ShoreTel
UNIS LUMIN
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Delegates enjoy performances by Trooper, right, and
jam-session players John Samulski of Forte Consulting,
left below, Rene de Diego of Bell Mobility and Norman
Hartshorne of Secure Links.

Vendors were glad to see this activity because it served
a business purpose as well as networking. Chatting in the
52-booth trade show, Jason Crowther of Toshiba of Canada
reported that he had attracted some delegates to his booth
by tweeting about the new Android tablet computer he was
displaying. Over at Shaw Business Solutions, Kyle Parker was
combining face-to-face work with social media in real time.
“As I’ve been taking business cards I’ve been adding them
to my social network on LinkedIn while I’m here at the booth,”
Parker smiled. “I find moments to say, ‘Thank you for taking
time to meet with me at the MISA conference, and I’d really like
to share some other contacts and opportunities with you.’ ”
Making connections was easy because of the conference’s scenery-enhanced social and companion programs.
On the first day, Tuesday, September 20, delegates could
choose between golf at Cordoba Bay Golf Course, with stunning views of Mount Baker and Haro Straits, or an afternoon
at The Butchart Gardens, one of the most famous show
gardens in the world.

The Tuesday evening reception at Shaw Ocean Discovery
Centre in Sidney wowed delegates surrounded by giant
aquariums and discovery pools in the marine education
centre. Another unique experience came at the banquet
Thursday night when delegates dined beneath giant airplane
wings at the British Columbia Aviation Museum.
All this made for a delightful experience in the eyes of
new visitors such as Clark Rainer, director of technology services for Henry County, Georgia, attending as the representative for GMIS International.
“The people have been absolutely wonderful,” Clark
exclaimed. “It’s amazing to meet so many similar-minded
people willing to make friends and share information and
experiences. The spirit of MISA is definitely prevalent here!”
First-time exhibitor Frank Byl of Power Concepts Computer Training had a similar reaction.
“Right off the bat I noted all the strong relationships that
are here,” Byl said. “I felt like I was welcomed into the club
in a sense. I’ve found a lot of open doors here, meeting

Conference Exhibitors
Acer
Acrodex
Action
Aerohive
Avaya
Bell
Canon
Cansel
Com-Tech
IMAGINiT
BC Assessment
D-Link Canada
Data BC
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Tweeted @misabc:

Jam session still going strong at #misabc, these
guys/gals r good. TJLBurton
people face to face, whereas before the doors were closed
and people didn’t have time.”
Sharing good entertainment always helps bring people
together at MISA conferences. The Sidney conference scored
a big hit by bringing in veteran rock band Trooper for a
Wednesday night concert. Their show drew raves, whoops
and standing ovations, despite the 60-something age of
most group members.
Delegates somehow had enough energy to stay after the
Trooper show and cheer an amateur jam session. It featured
a dozen or so delegates taking turns to sing and play in a
loosely organized performance centred on guitarists John
Samulski of Forte Consulting and Wayne Berezan of OPUS
Consulting Group. The musicians were pleased and somewhat surprised by the show’s success, and there was talk of
another session next year.
The next Fall Conference will be held at the Harrison Hot
Springs Hotel, September 18-20, with the City of Chilliwack
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as host. MISA BC will be taking over the entire hotel!
As the 2011 conference ended, it was clear that the
theme of social networking, which some delegates might
have approached hesitantly, had delivered valuable knowledge and generated new ideas and even optimism for IT
departments.
This was expressed by Lauren O’Brien of the City of
Regina. She said the conference had shown her how IT
departments can be strategic advisers to other municipal
departments in how to manage and monitor social media,
and in knowing how to add value by converting the data it
generates into business intelligence.
“I personally would find that very interesting to be
involved with,” O’Brien said. “We can be a partner with the
other departments in sharing our knowledge and helping
them do business, as opposed to just being a service bureau
for technology. That sounds like fun to me!” n
Tweeted @misabc:

@Tinachahal great presenter. Loved the social
media video. Can we please share the presentation.
Natalia_Madden
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Governance Issues
By Roy Wiseman
Retired Chief Information Officer
Regional Municipality of Peel, Ontario

As noted in my previous column, I have retired from the
Region of Peel as of September 30, 2011, but am continuing
my involvement in MISA, primarily through my part-time,
volunteer executive director role with MISA/ASIM Canada.
The Region of Peel hosted a great retirement event for me
on September 30, at which I was gratified to see so many of
my MISA friends, some of whom have preceded me in retirement and others who are still active in our community.
We were also joined electronically with video messages
from MISA colleagues across the country – yet another reminder
of how far we have come in technology since I joined the
Region of Peel in 1975.

A Look Back
When I arrived at Peel, “data processing” as it was then
called was largely restricted to core financial systems,
including payroll and water (or tax) billing. Since we were
a brand new organization, these were processed in batch
mode on mainframes in a service bureau. Most other municipalities had their own mainframes, but batch processing was
still the rule.
Keypunch staff prepared the input (initially punch cards
but then key-to-tape). Reports were received back the following day by courier. Initial reports consisted of edit errors to
be corrected (re-keyed) before the actual reports could be
produced.
Communication was in the form of typed memos, prepared
on electric, not electronic, typewriters – from hand-written
drafts prepared by us as the authors. (Electronic typewriters
had stored memory that permitted correction at the time rather
than using white-out.) Information management was about
which paper records to keep, where and for how long.
We moved to online processing (green screen terminals)
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. We started to build
systems for our other departments so that automation moved
beyond finance and corporate functions. Word-processing
equipment started to arrive, but only in select areas. Many
municipalities set up word-processing centres, where you
could send major reports to be typed and returned in a day
or two.
The first personal computers arrived in the early 1980s,
and by the mid-1980s they were starting to be networked.
By the late 1980s, e-mail was making an appearance – but
just at head office since remote sites were not yet networked
backed to headquarters, or only at dial-up speeds.
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Reflections
On Retirement
In 1995, we proposed a bold new office automation initiative at Peel, with a mantra of “a computer on every desk,
connected through a high-speed network in every office.”
It wasn’t until 1999 that this vision was fully implemented
with our PSN fibre network. By this time, a new phenomenon
– the Internet – had arrived, so networking was expanding
beyond our borders to encompass the world. (It is easy to
forget that widespread use of the Internet is not much beyond
its first decade.)
If this all seems like another world, in truth it was. It was
undoubtedly a great and exciting time to be involved in
municipal IT. It was also a challenge for those of us who
had grown up in an IBM-dominated mainframe world, using
languages like COBOL, to adapt to a very different world.
But adapt we did – because there was no choice. 1970s
solutions were not going to work in the 1980s. And those of
the 1980s needed to be changed again in the 1990s – and
yet again in the 2000s.
It was not just the technology that changed. The skills
required of our staff also had to adapt as did the organizational models by which we delivered our services.
Most IT jobs of 20 years ago no longer exist. Instead
of today’s domination of commercial off-the-shelf software,
most of our systems were custom-developed by our staff of
in-house programmers.
Computer operations was hands on, initiating batch
jobs, mounting tapes, printing and delivering reports – not
to mention the data-entry staff. All of these people had to be
retrained or fitted into new positions when their jobs were no
longer required.

Change and Adapt – or Die
Perhaps I can be forgiven this trip down memory lane as
part of my retirement journey, but I mention this as a reminder that change is part of life, especially in our business. We
must adapt with the times or become irrelevant – or worse,
an obstacle preventing our organization from continuing to
move forward.
While our younger leaders may marvel at these stories
recounted by fossils like me, the pace of change will
continue and perhaps even accelerate. (I find it hard to
believe that the next 30 years will produce the degree of
change that I have experienced, but I might have said the
same thing 10 or15 years ago – before the Internet again
“changed everything.”)
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Goverance Issues

The lesson for our younger leaders is that they will also have
to change and keep changing. The technology with which
they have grown up and become comfortable will quickly be
regarded by yet another generation as hopelessly outdated
– as will the leaders with whom it is associated. The
organizational models and structures will likewise have
to keep changing.
As the technology changes, these leaders will also
find that they are no longer the technology leaders who
know the most about the latest toys and trends. They will
increasingly have to rely on their staff, primarily younger
staff who have grown up with the new technology and
have the time to experiment with it.

Core services like IT need to understand this environment,
especially with today’s increasing support for integrated
systems supporting multiple lines of business, all in the name
of cost savings and service integration. IT leaders are often
given responsibility to implement such solutions with tacit
central support from senior management (representing all
lines of business) as well as from council.

Today’s IT leaders, like yesterday’s, will
soon find that they don’t know the most
about technologies in their organizations

Leaders who survive will do so because of their
management skills and experience – their grasp of the
organization and its needs – and then by knowing which
of the latest technologies will genuinely assist in addressing those needs. We live in a world of technology fads and
hype. Not all new trends should be followed.

A fine balance must be maintained, however. If these
integrated systems fail to meet the needs of each business,
initial support can quickly turn into active resistance,
notwithstanding the corporate direction.

Leaders must also be able to lead their own staff through
these changes, even when it means that existing jobs will no
longer be required.

While such resistance can be managed in isolated cases,
when it becomes pervasive across many lines of business the
tendency will be to “shoot the messenger.”

Municipal Organization and Culture

In a decentralized organization, you need support from
across the organization. It is risky to rely only on strong
central support when the going gets tough. Nor should we.
When a centrally mandated initiative is genuinely having a
negative effect on the business, it is time to review and adjust.

Finally, successful leaders must understand their organization
and its culture. Perhaps this is not true of all, but my experience
is that municipalities are highly decentralized organizations
with built-in resistance to top-down central control.
They are closest to what management professor Henry
Mintzberg of McGill University in Montreal calls the conglomerate form, in which head office is largely a holding
company providing a few core functions but with limited involvement in the day-to-day operation of the various lines of
business (which the Municipal Reference Model refers to as
“programs.”) In turn, each business lead has limited involvement or interest in the business of colleagues.
This partly derives from a situation in which department
heads take policy direction for their respective programs
directly from council, often with council committees aligned
with those programs. This means that the chief administrative
officer (even if called a city manager) is primarily an administrative head rather than providing program direction.
Some CAOs or city managers may be trying to change
this dynamic so that policy directions and priorities are more
integrated, with senior management taking shared responsibility
for the success of the entire municipality rather than just their
own programs. But this is at best a mixed success, running
against long-entrenched culture and tradition.

Front-Line Concerns
All of which means that IT leaders must maintain a finger on
the pulse of the organization – not just on the official direction
espoused by their direct superiors but also on how their initiatives are being perceived across the organization and at all
levels. Unless addressed, today’s concerns by front-line staff
and supervisors will find their way to the top of the organization and become tomorrow’s truths – directly affecting how IT
is viewed in that department and across the organization.
All in all, it’s been a great ride. I can’t imagine a more
rewarding or challenging career choice, but it is now time to
pass the torch to a new generation of leaders and join other
colleagues from my era on the sidelines.
I am encouraged by so many of the new municipal IT leaders
whom I have met through MISA. The future is in good hands.
Good luck, and I look forward to reading your reminiscences in future years.
roy.wiseman@rogers.com n
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Roy poses in his new T-shirt
with the presenters, all of
whom have helped with the
MRMv2 Project: from left,
Stephen Wong, retired from
the City of Toronto; Skip Lumley, retired from KPMG, and
John Johnston, retired from
the City of Toronto.
Tara Wiseman professes to
be a bit surprised at all the
accolades given to her dad.

After his speech, Roy steps down from the podium and from his career at
Peel Region to a standing ovation.

Roy displays the tablet computer presented
to him by Emil Kolb, chair of Peel Region.

Roy Wiseman Honoured at Retirement
By Mike Proudlock
Region of Peel, Ontario
Friday, September 30, 2011 will be remembered at the
Region of Peel as the day that Roy Wiseman – CIO and
public servant extraordinaire – retired.
The occasion was celebrated that evening by approximately
170 of Roy’s colleagues, family and friends at Brampton’s
Holiday Inn. Attendees travelled from as far as British
Columbia and Nova Scotia to help Roy celebrate his retirement.
Roy was presented with a plaque recognizing 36 years
of service to the Region of Peel; a corporate gift of an android
tablet and the Region of Peel IT Division’s “Going the Extra Mile”
Award. As a highlight of the presentations, retirees John
Johnston, Skip Lumley and Stephen Wong presented Roy
with various retirement-related paraphernalia, including a
“Retirement Rules” t-shirt!
The program included video and e-mailed messages from
Roy’s current and former colleagues at the Region of Peel, MISA
Ontario, MISA/ASIM Canada and the Institute for CitizenCentred Service (ICCS).
A former MISA Ontario president, longtime board member
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and lifetime member, Roy holds every type of award offered by
that association. He received the Heintzman Award in 2007 from
the ICCS for outstanding public service. The following year he
received the Peter Bennett Award from MISA/ASIM Canada,
the highest award in the Canadian municipal IT community.
MISA Ontario President Geoff Hogan attended the
retirement party and remarked on Roy’s dedication to public
service and MISA Ontario especially. Region of Peel Chief
Administrative Officer David Szwarc commented on how
Roy has long been considered “an Institution within the
Institution” at the Region of Peel. Roy’s daughter Tara
also addressed the attendees, speaking from the family’s
perspective.
The celebration was capped with Roy speaking of his
lifetime passion for public service. He expressed his admiration for those working in public service and emphasized the
importance of continuing to attract “the best and the brightest”
– of which Roy himself has been a tremendous example for
the past 36 years.
Mike Proudlock, manager of corporate projects at Peel
Region (mike.proudlock@peelregion.ca), served as co-MC of
the retirement party along with colleague Sharla Martin. n
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CANADA

National and Member Executives
National Officers

MISA Atlantic

MISA BC

PRESIDENT
Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton
506-460-2830
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

PRESIDENT
Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton
506-460-2830
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

PRESIDENT
Bill Grant, District of West Vancouver
604-925-7071
bgrant@westvancouver.ca

Other officers TBA

VICE PRESIDENT
Guillermo Ferrero, City of Nanaimo
250-755-4486
guillermo.ferrero@nanaimo.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Kathryn Bulko, City of Toronto
416-397-9921
kbulko@toronto.ca
TREASURER
Garry Bezruki, City of Waterloo
519-747-8726 (fax 747-8727)
bezruki@city.waterloo.on.ca
SECRETARY
David Hennigan,
The Capital Regional District
250-360-3141
dhennigan@crd.bc.ca
www.misa-asim.ca

MISA Prairies
PRESIDENT
Corey Halford, City of Airdrie
403-948-8800 x 706
corey.halford@airdrie.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Sabina Visser, City of Lethbridge
403-320-3880
sabina.visser@lethbridge.ca

MISA Ontario

TREASURER
Dan Newton, City of Red Deer
403-342-8283 dan.newton@reddeer.ca

PRESIDENT
Geoff Hogan, County of Grey
519-376-2277
geoff.hogan@grey.ca

SECRETARY
Michelle Bohachyk,
City of Fort Saskatchewan
780-992-6225 mbohachyk@fortsask.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Dan Munns, Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville
905-640-1910 x 285
daniel.munns@townofws.ca

MEMBERSHIP
Kelly Kaban, City of Yorkton
306-786-1729 kkaban@yorkton.ca

TREASURER
David Laneville, City of Timmins
705-360-2605 (fax 705-360-2686)
davidl@timmins.ca
SECRETARY
Claire McKay, County of Wellington
519-837-2600 x 2290
clairem@wellington.ca
COUNSEL
Lou Milrad, Miller Thomson LLP
416-595-7926 (fax 595-8695)
lmilrad@millerthomson.com
www.misa.on.ca

www.misaprairies.ca

TREASURER
Barbara Davey, City of Surrey
604-591-4803
brdavey@surrey.ca
SECRETARY
Wayne Ikesaka, City of Vernon
250-550-3540
wikesaka@vernon.ca
http://misa.bc.ca

Réseau de
l’Informatique
Municipale du
Québec (RIMQ)
PRESIDENT
Gaston Huot, Villes de Boucherville,
Brossard, Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert
450-923-6362
gaston.huot@ville.brossard.qc.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Jean-Guy Renaud, Ville de Terrebonne
450-471-8265 x 1312
jeanguy.renaud@ville.terrebonne.qc.ca
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Michel Hurteau, Ville de Sorel-Tracy
450-780-5600 x 5714
michel.hurteau@ville.sorel-tracy.qc.ca
www.rimq.com
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